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CLASS SONG

-1-
Oh, - one-two-three-four years ago
We entered old McMick
A lot of Freshmen quite as spry
As any young spring chick.

-2-
Unlike all other Freshmen, we
Have caused no noise or riot
And still like that we all remain
So modest and so quiet.

-3-
There were a few more of us then
But they left long ago
The cream of all is here tonight
The rest were far too slow.

-4-
Our class was never known to boast
Or loudly sing its praise
We plainly tell the simple truth
In unassuming ways.

-5-
Oh - what is there we have not done
With great transcendency
In Patagonia they have heard
Of our ascendancy.

-6-
If any of us were President
We're sure that you can feel
There'd be no mess in Hawaii
Or Coxe's Commonweal.
Ah - Super intellectual  
And versed in every art  
Predominantly studious  
Some folks would call us smart.

Each one of our class is so bright  
We're not obliged to cram  
And so the Profs. decided that  
We needed no exam.

We brought to Life an Annual  
The first time it was done  
And how next year they'll follow suit  
Is evident to none.

There is no doubt of our success  
When out in Life we pass  
For who can have the slightest doubt  
About our brilliant class.

Oh - Some of us will study law  
And some of us will teach  
Oh - some will fix up broken ribs  
And other ones will preach.

Our girls are patriotic and  
Their class dues they all pay  
Our boys when'eer they have the chance  
Their gallantry display.

Encore  
And now we trust you know us well  
And never can forget us  
We are sure that you are very glad  
This evening to have met us —
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